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Happy New Year, and thank you for finding time to read our
second newsletter. December has been a busy month. Progress
is still very good with the word count now approaching 100,000.
Mark is on schedule to complete the first draft by the end of
February 2015 and has recently completed chapters on Sheffield
Wednesday’s disastrous 1898-99 season, Leeds City, Southern
United and Spiklsey’s escape from Germany in 1914. The
1898-99 season includes the longest-match in football history
and a detailed account of the disastrous preparations for the
Derby County away fixture which led to a club record 9-0 defeat
and also to the first of Spiklsey’s knee injuries which resulted in
him losing (and never regaining) his England place.!
Spiklsey’s escape from Germany at the outbreak of WW1 is a
story that took many years to find. He had been listed in Sam
Woolstonholme’s autobiography as being at the infamous
Ruhleben POW Camp, along with other footballers such as
Steve Bloomer and James Cameron. Ruhleben is a fascinating
story and we had for many years tried to find proof that Fred
Spiklsey had been there as there is a wealth of stories and
information that we could have tapped into. However, none of
them mentioned Spiksley and it seemed certain that
Woolstonholme had been mistaken, especially as there is a 1915
ship manifest record showing Spiksley departing to the US
become a munitions inspector in Pittsburgh.!
Two years ago we discovered a detailed and contemporary
account by Fred Spikely of how he escaped Germany. He had
indeed been sent to Rhuleben and was prisoner there for a short
period, but was one of about eight who managed to get out. He
tells the story first hand and in great detail, including how he
managed to bluff his way across the Swiss border. I have also
since discovered a letter from a prisoner written whilst in
Ruhleben which specifically names Spiklsey as having managed
to escape. In some ways Spiklsey’s story may have been
enhanced if he had been held at Rhuleben for the duration of the
war because the Rhuleben story is a fascinating one. However,
the story would have been similar to that in Bloomer’s biography
and therefore we are pleased that Spiklsey’s story offers
something unique and equally fascinating.!
Part of this story was told by Mark during an excellent podcast
that he took part in about footballers and the Great War. It was a
special production for the ‘We Are Going Up’ podcast by sports
broadcaster Mark Crossley. Although Fred is only briefly
mentioned the whole podcast is an extremely good listen and we
recommend that you check it out at http://mark-crossley.co.uk .
We have also created a new page on the website for Press &
Media, which contains a link to the We Are Going Up website.!
Finally; John Brodie has recently discovered a passage which
describes Spiksley as having scored a goal from the half-way
line at White Hart Lane, in a similar fashion to David Beckham at
Selhurst Park. It seems highly likely that this was for Southern
United, which may make finding reports of the goal quite a
challenge.

The oldest surviving photograph of Fred Spiksley, taken in 1887.
The photograph comes from a cropped Gainsborough Trinity
photograph which is one of several that have remained in the
Spiksley family for over 125 years.

Quote

!

“One of the greatest and most unselfish players to watch
is Fred Spiksley of Sheffield Wednesday. Spiksley is the
finest player in the country in his position of outside-left.
He delights to dribble the ball into the corner and then
centre the ball across. He is almost infallible in placing the
ball into the goalmouth in the path of his fellow forwards
for them to run onto and put through. !

!

He weighs only ten stones, but
what he lacks in weight he makes
up for in speed. He plays the
combination game to perfection,
and will always pass or play the
ball to the man of his side who is
either in the best position have
the ball, or the best placed to
score. This trait is a most striking
piece of unselfishness that other
players all over the country might
do well to copy.”!

!

John Cameron of Tottenham Hotspur, writing for The Boy’s Own paper

Spiksley writes about…

!
When he first met Ambrose Langley
!

“When I was but 13 years old Horncastle Football Club had scheduled
a club match to be played on Easter Monday against Notts Rangers,
a crack side from the Lace City of Nottingham. As the game
approached, Horncastle began to doubt themselves, and fearing a
humiliating defeat, approached Gainsborough for assistance. !

!

This was agreed, and through Charlie Booth’s influence I was asked
to join a party of 6 Gainsborough citizens bound for Horncastle to help
in the cause.!

!

When we arrived on the football field in Horncastle I met Ambrose
Langley a local Horncastle lad for the first time. He, like me, was still a
schoolboy, but much taller and stockier in build than I was. He was
down to play at full back, and looked down upon me with a look of
contempt as if to say: - ‘Why did we bother to ask Gainsborough to
help if all they could send was a 13 year old schoolboy?’!

The night before the 1896 FA Cup Final

!

“Now when we left Sheffield for London on the Friday before the ‘Final’,
Quote!

!

“The finest outside left, the best I have ever seen,
was Fred Spiksley. For what he did for Wednesday,
the club ought to erect a monument in his honour.”!

!

Ambrose Langley 1925 in the Sheffield Green-Un.

!

the make of the team to play the following day had not been decided.
Along with some of the other players, Ambrose Langley found himself
in a most uncertain state of mind. A story had been leaked to the press
that if the ground was light then Langley would play at full-back, but if
the pitch was heavy then Jamieson would play at half-back with Harry
Brandon dropping to full-back in place of Langley. !

!

As you may imagine, Ambrose, or Mick, as I always used to call him
was distraught at the thought that he might not be selected for the
‘Final’ on the morrow, and the uncertainty was playing on his mind. !

!

I think that this was unfair for both Jamieson and Mick. It was my
considered opinion that for a game of this stature and importance, the
constitution of the side should have been announced well beforehand
to allow the players selected sufficient time to prepare mentally for the
game.!

!
!
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As it was I shall never forget my experience at the Queens Hotel in
Upper Norwood on that Friday Night before the 1896 F.A. Cup Final!
The Wednesday party was divided into pairs who then had to share a
twin bedded hotel room. I was Ambrose Langley’s room-mate, and
neither of us had more than 2 hours sleep. With both of us being
Lincolnshire Yellow Bellies, Mick from Horncastle and me from
Gainsborough, I was naturally anxious that he should play in the final.
Neither of us was able to sleep, and I got out of my bed and went over
to the window and looked out to see what the weather was doing. Then
go back to bed, but before long I would nudge Langley and say: “ Mick,
go and have a look to see if it’s still fine.” !

This photograph is cropped from the 1898
English League Representative Team
photograph. Probably Langley’s highest
individual honour.

This state of affairs continued throughout the night to the extent that it
became ridiculous. But you must remember that that a Cup Final was
at stake and it is the ambition of all professional footballers to play in an
F.A. Cup Final and get a winners medal that is beyond price.!

!

It was not just Langley and I who lost sleep that night there were other
players just as restless as we were, not least Jamieson, who had
played in all our cup ties that season, and yet faced the prospect of
missing the final game unless it rained heavily in the night!”

Olive Grove - Wednesday’s ground 1887-1898

When we set out on researching the Sheffield Wednesday’s history many people believed that this was the only
surviving picture of Olive Grove. An accidental shot of the ground from a photograph of an allotment plot, which was
on the opposite side of the railway lines to the ground. Several books have published this photograph, including this
version from Richard Sparling’s ‘Romance of the Wedensday’. !

!

During our research we have discovered five action
photographs taken during matches on Olive Grove, as
well as several team photographs taken before kick-off
on the Ground where Spiksley made his name and
became ‘The Olive Grove Flyer’. Three of the
photographs we have uncovered are prints directly from
the original negative and are of superb quality. !

!

Strangely the roof of the main stand has ‘Sheffield
Wednesday’ painted across it and not ‘The Wednesday’
as they were known at the time. This has led some to
believe that the lettering was added to this photograph
later, but this is not the case, as shown in this
contemporary illustration from the ‘Sports’ newspaper in
1895.
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Visit www.wearegoingup.co.uk to listen to this excellent podcast
that features Mark Metcalf and also the National Football Museum’s
Alex Jackson. Spiksley gets a brief mention but we recommend
giving it a full listen.

Picture of the Month
This is one of the best
photographs we have
discovered of The Wednesday
Football Club which dates
from around January 1892
(Spiksley is missing).!

!

It is a particularly good one of
Arthur Dickinson (far left) who
performed a managerial role
for the club from 1891 right up
to 1920, as well being
honorary secretary from 1893. !

!

Billy Betts the famous centrehalf is seated second left in
the middle row. He sat next to
Spiksley and Crawshaw at
Wembley Stadium to watch
the 1935 FA Cup Final. All
three of Wednesday’s FA Cup
successes have come with
Spiksley and Crawshaw in the
ground, either as players or
spectators. !
Betts did also play in an FA
Cup Final, but was a member
of the 1890 side which lost
heavily to Blackburn Rovers.!

National Football Museum

!

We are delighted of the small inclusion of
Spiksley in the New ‘Greater Game’ exhibition
at the National Football museum. Again, linked
into Spiksley’s story of escaping Germany in
1914 his inclusion is complemented by an
original copy of a dinner menu from the 1896
FA Cup celebratory diner that was held in
Sheffield. The National Football Museum’s
building and new format in Manchester is
superb and a great day out.!

!
!
!
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In our February issue Spiksley talks about
Sheffield Wednesday’s legendary captain
Tommy Crawshaw.

www.nationalfootballmuseum.com

A few biographies have been written for Victorian footballers.
Steve Bloomer’s biography by Peter Seddon and Fatty
Foulke’s by Graham Phythian are probably the most
successful to date.!

!

The reason we feel like we will be able to deliver a unique
book is because Fred Spiklsey has actually written two
autobiographies that were published as serials in newspapers.
The first was published in the Sheffield ‘Green-Un’ in 1907,
which some of the readers of this newsletter may be familiar
with. The second was written for Thompson’s Weekly in 1920.
This one is much harder to source as the only copy belongs to
the British Newspaper Library and is in such a fragile state
that it cannot be copied. !

!

Many hours were spent dictating over 80,000 words from the
newspaper to provide us with Fred’s first hand account of his
footballing story. There is nothing else like this that exists for
a top footballer from this period and this has provided us with
stories that we could have only dreamed about getting when
we first set out on this project. Below is an excerpt taken from
Fred’s 1907 articles, which will show you the level of detail
that we have uncovered. This story is unlikely to feature in our
book and therefore we can share it with you now. Once our
book is published our website will develop into a source of
information to compliment the publication. It will contain
extra information about the players Fred played with and
against, photographs, illustrations and stories such as this one
that just didn’t make the cut.!

!

On a recent visit to the National Football Museum I
noticed this photograph of Fred Spiksley, taken from a
set of portraits of the 1893 English side which
defeated Scotland 5-2 at Richmond. Spiklsey was
awarded a god chain by the FA for being the first
player to score a hit-trick against the ‘Auld Enemy’ ,
which he achieved in 10 second half minutes.

“I well remember going on the Northolme at Gainsborough one
afternoon during my winter holiday from my job as an apprentice
printer. It was at the time when the Gainsborough Working Men’s
Club and Institute played football on it.!

!

I had been chosen to play a game for the WMC&I team, and it had
just finished when the boys were leaving from the nearby school and
came rushing onto the field. They were extremely jealous that I had
been asked to play football for the Working Men’s Club & Institute,
and boasting how they could do better. Mr Campion the veteran spin
bowler for the Britannia Works Cricket Team intervened, asking
them if they could between them raise six pence. He suggested that if
their boasting was accurate, and they could raise the six pence, they
would not mind wagering that any two out of their own pack could
beat me in a game of football.!

!

One or two onlookers pricking up their ears thought Campion’s
proposal interesting and came forward with the required stake
money. The game was that I would play their best two players, one
against two, the winner would be the first side to score six goals, and
to the winner would get the spoils. Mr Campion was to act as
referee.!

!

I think these boys, and there must have been around forty in number,
would have sacrificed anything to win that match, but they were
doomed to disappointment, as I scored 6 goals straight off the reel.
Mr Campion handed the sixpence over to me as winner of the game,
but not being satisfied, one of them insisted on fighting with me for
the return of the money. Again I was triumphant though this was
destined to be the only fight of my life. Mr Campion and the other
onlookers claimed afterwards that they had not had half an hours
worth of such good fun before.”

Reading List

!

Sheffield Wednesday: the
Complete Record by Jason
Dickinson and John Brodie is
the bible of Wednesday
statistics. Every match ever
played from 1st Team through
to the Youth teams is covered
up to 2011. A written history
and key player profiles also
feature. We have never seen
such a comprehensive record
of any other football club.!

!

Manchester United: The First
Halcyon Years is Mark
Metcalf’s 2014 release about
the first United side to
dominate English Football.
Looking back over the 1907-11
seasons this book will appeal
to anyone who is interested in
Edwardian Football.!

!
!

Contact!
www.spiksley.com!
Twitter: @SpiksleyBook!
Mark Metcalf: markcmetcalf@btinternet.com!
Clive Nicholson: clive.nicholson@icloud.com

